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Hand and Power Tools Work Best Together In today's world of more-power-is-better, it's easy to

overlook the value of hand tools. What most woodworker's don't realize is that combining both hand

and power tool worlds is the best way to produce
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In summary, this is just a terrific book. Unlike the other reviewer, I did NOT contribute any articles to

it, and hence can be considered unbiased.The book is actually a collection of articles, the primary

emphasis of which is on the basics of tool preparation, and in particular on edge tools. I think this is

appropriate since poorly set up and mis-sharpened tools are virtually impossible to work with. Thus,

mastering the basics of tool preparation is a pre-requisite to successful and enjoyable woodworking

just as mastering the basics of "blocking and tackling" is necessary for a successful football

team.The book typically offers different viewpoints by different authors -- numerous approaches to

sharpening edge tools are covered, for example. Again, this seems appropriate since it gives the

newcomer to the hobby a variety of different approaches with different entry-dollar requirements to

choose from.I particularly liked the detailed instructions on how to make and use certain fairly basic

tools---the article on drawboring, for example, was just superb. On top of all this, the book concludes

with several really first-rate projects: an arts and crafts tool cabinet, a workbench, and a sawbench



that I really like. I'm actually planning on building all three projects, and I can't remember when I last

saw even a single published project that I wished to build.This is probably the best single book on

hand tools you can buy. If you're just starting out, get this first---it'll save you lots of time and trouble.

The more experienced woodworker will also find some very useful stuff in here.My only complaint is

that I wish the book had had more material on saws and more material on tool making. But then it

would be a different book, wouldn't it?

When I started woodworking one of my first purchases was a book on hand tools from the Fine

Woodworking people. It was interesting, but not terribly useful. While I learned a lot about how

chisels were forged and how to sharpen 17th Century spoonbill bits, there wasn't much on the basic

skills I was looking to learn. This book was exactly what I needed back then.Popular Woodworking

devotes more space to hand tool woodworking than any other woodworking magazine, mostly, I

suspect, from the efforts of its former editor, the peripatetic Christopher Schwarz, a man devoted to

hand tool use. The book starts out with the essential tools you need, how to buy them used, how to

set up your bench, and then a full 65 pages devoted to how to sharpen planes, chisels, and

drawknives, using a variety of methods. There are several articles on hand plane use, sawing,

simple shop appliances like bench hooks and shooting boards, mortising, dovetails, and all the

other basic skills and tools of the hand tool woodworker.There are also a host of plans for projects

ranging form the very simple, like the aforementioned bench hook, to complicated- Schwarz's

Craftsman-style tool cabinet. All are presented in detail, with clear photographs, measured

drawings, and step-by-step instructions. None are beyond the beginner who takes time to practice

each of the techniques taught along the way.I have a fair sized collection of woodworking books on

my shelf, but I would say that this is one of the most useful and perhaps even necessary books for

anyone getting started in hand woodworking.

I'm a hobbyist woodworker who loves good machinery but I've also always admired the fine results

possible with good hand tools and good technique. This book supports a hybrid approach to

woodworking, using machines for the larger stuff and getting down to 64ths of an inch (even

thousandths of an inch) with sharp planes and chisels. Seven of the first 12 chapters are about

sharpening and I've picked up some new information and motivation to take my edged tools to the

next level. There are also chapters on restoring old planes and chisels that can still be found at flea

markets and antique sales; I have two old planes that have worked well over the years but better

tuning and sharpening will make them even better.Highly recommended!



What is really good about this book is that many of the articles deal with the usefulness and

expedience of hand tools in a power tool shop.I reach for this often. Yeah, it's armchair stuff, but

really good and quite inspiring. I think I will make the workbench at the end. Just as soon as I finish

my tea...One last thought. For sharpening; where it all begins (after the match and pig iron slag, of

course), Ian Kirby's "Sharpening with Waterstones: A Perfect Edge in 60 Seconds", is really the best

and most straightforward book on the subject of sharpening. The title is incomplete: he starts with a

bench grinder.

Good bock.I am a Japanease DIYer. I read this to study American woodworking technichs.Basic

concepts and techniques are well discribed.

Knowing that this was basically just a collection of Popular Woodworking articles, I was prepared to

be underwelmed. Talk about disappointment! I HATE being wrong like this! In short, this is a truly

impressive collection of information that looks more like a group of knowledgable hand tool experts

put together, rather than just articles grabbed and put together in a book form.The book is laid out in

a logical way, starting with a "Why Handtools" section, going into sharpening (a must for any hand

tool user), then saws, chisels, and the like. The last section are a couple of projects that blend hand

tools and power tools well, and that will serve any workshop well for years to come. Honestly, the

beautiful tool cabinet of Christopher Schwarz's is worth the cost of the book by itself!This is a must

have for, I believe, any woodworker. There's no preaching about hand tool supremacy, nor any

reference to "quaint" ideas of woodworking. Instead, this book offers the modern woodwork a

glimpse of the realms where hand tools still excel, and how they can be incorporated into the

modern workshop. At the same time, it shows how a hand tool only shop can still produce quality

work equal to that of the powered shop.
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